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July Meeting  
 

When: Tuesday 26 July, 7.00pm, in the Gym of the Bellevue Heights Primary School 

Topic: COCKROACHES 

Speaker: Prof Philip Weinstein  

Philip has held academic positions lecturing in both zoology and public 

health, specialising in the relationships between healthy environments, 

biodiversity, and human health. He is the immediate past President of 

the Australian Entomological Society, and works as a Professorial 

Research Fellow in the School of Public Health at the University of 

Adelaide. He Chairs the Nature Conservation Committee at Nature Foundation SA, and is 

President of the South Australian Museum’s Waterhouse Club.  

Overview: Cockroaches! These ancient insects are survivors: their ancestors 

walked and flew their way around the globe long before people did, and it is 

very likely that they will keep walking and flying their way around the globe 

long after our species is extinct! Often maligned because of their association 

with poor hygiene and disease, most cockroaches are in fact not pests and have 

some amazing adaptations – including ones that look after their young, and 

some that are totally blind and live in caves. Looking forward to exploring them 

with you on the night!  

 

 

 

 

Random Fact 

Did you know that the Kakapo is the world’s only flightless parrot? 

Kakapos are an endangered species found only in New Zealand. 

 



Program of Talks and Activities 

Below is our current schedule of dates for 2022. We will be including more activities as the 

year progresses, so this list will be updated as we lock in additional dates and programs. 

Monthly meetings are generally held on the last Tuesday of each month at 7pm in the 

Bellevue Heights Primary School Gym. 

Have a particular topic or field trip you would like us to include? Let us know and we'll see 

what we can do to make it happen. 

 

26 July  -   Prof Philip Weinstein:  COCKROACHES  

30 August  -  tba  

27 September  -  Greg Johnston: FEATHERS  

25 October  -  tba 

29 November  -  DAVID CHRISTOPHEL MEMORIAL QUIZ NIGHT 

 

Parents attend meetings and field trips with their children and are responsible for their 

supervision.  

 

 

Just for Fun 

Q. What is a math teacher’s favourite snake? 
A. A pi-thon. 
 
Q. You know what seems odd to me? 
A. Numbers that can’t be divided by two. 
 
Q. Why can you never trust a maths teacher holding graph paper? 
A. They must be plotting something! 
 
Q: What do you get if you divide the circumference of a jack-o-
lantern by its diameter? 
A: Pumpkin Pi 

 
Q. If I had six apples in one hand and seven oranges in the other, what would I have? 
A. Big hands! 
 
Q. Which snakes are best at doing sums? 
A. Adders! 
 

From https://gosciencekids.com/ 

 



National Science Week is almost here! 

Here is just a small sample of the huge range of exciting events coming up in National 

Science Week. Don't forget - in SA, Science Week runs for almost the whole of August! 

Check out www.scienceweek.net.au for further information. 

 

 

 

 

Science Alive! 

When: Sat 6 & Sun 7 Aug; 9am-5pm 

Where: Adelaide Showground;            Cost: Child $12.50, Adult $20 

More Info: https://www.sciencealive.net.au/science-alive 

With over 80 exhibitors, including all the big names in science and 

technology, experience interactive and dynamic displays, plus 

spectacular science shows and performances for all ages.  

There's something to spark the curiosity in all of us! 

 

 

Green Glass for Kids @ Makerspace Adelaide 
When: Sat 13 & Sat 20 Aug, 11am - 3pm 

Where: Makerspace Adelaide, City;             Cost: $5 child / adults free 

More Info: https://www.scienceweek.net.au/event/green-glass-for-kids-

makerspace-adelaide/adelaide/ 

Features two activities for kids to explore the properties of glass. Suitable 

for 5-10 year olds. Make a kaleidoscope using new and recycled materials 

and turn a recycled glass jar into a pencil pot. We will help you decorate 

your masterpiece with paint and recycled objects. 

 

Light Your Way 
When: Sun 14 Aug, 60 minute sessions at 11am and 1pm 

Where: Dock 2, Honey St, Port Adelaide;                    Cost: $20 

More Info: https://www.scienceweek.net.au/event/light-your-way/port-

adelaide/ 

Participants will make a Lightstation, using tools to make a functioning 

light, including the electronics and decorations. 

 



Marine Science Club 
When: Mon 15 to Thurs 18 Aug, 4pm - 5.30pm 

Where: Marine Discovery Centre, Henley Beach;       Cost: $10 per child 

More Info: https://www.scienceweek.net.au/event/marine-science-club-

primary/henley-beach/ 

Mon 15 Aug: Kindy & Junior Primary - Interactive, fun, marine-based 

learning and recycled craft activities. 

Tues 16 Aug & Wed 17 Aug: Primary - Interactive learning experiences 

to empower young people to actively protect SA's iconic coastal and marine environments. 

Thurs 18 Aug: High School - Experienced marine biologists will talk about their work in that 

field and will break down preconceptions about careers in STEM. 

Each event includes an interactive tour of the Marine Discovery Centre. 

 

 

Biodiversity Treasure Hunt     
When: Sat 20 Aug, 9am - noon 

Where: Belair National Park Volunteer Centre 

Cost: Students $7; Adults $10; Family $20 

More Info: https://www.scienceweek.net.au/event/biodiversity-treasure-

hunt/belair/ 

Ferox australis presents Biodiversity Treasure Hunt – an interactive event to engage the 

public in the environment using citizen science. It is the goal of participants to discover as 

many species as possible (both plants and animals) within the allocated time frame, using the 

iNaturalist app on their mobile device. Ideal opportunity to involve your friends or family in 

citizen science or to discover the different wildlife that exists within our parklands. 

 

 

Palaeo Jam Podcast Launch 
When: Thurs 25 Aug, 7pm - 9.30pm 

Where: Flinders University;                     Cost: Free 

More Info: https://www.scienceweek.net.au/event/palaeo-

jam/bedford-park/ 

Podcast exploring a range of issues in science and the community, 

using the multidisciplinary aspects of palaeontology. It will explore such themes as the nature 

of discovery, ethics in science, and super heroes and role models in science. The first two 

episodes will be recorded at this event, with monthly subsequent episodes. 

 

 

Science is Child's Play 
When: Fri 26 Aug, 6.30pm - 8.30pm 

Where: Hawthorndene Kindergarten;                   Cost: Free 

More Info: https://www.scienceweek.net.au/event/science-is-

childs-play-community-science-night-at-hawthorndene-

kindergarten/hawthorndene/ 

Everyone is welcome to this special community science night. Activities include electrical 

circuits, tasting edible insects, lizards and their value to the environment, making bees wax 

wraps and much more. Includes exhibits and demonstrations. 



Awesome Animal Adaptations 

F r o m :  h t t p s : / / w w w . s c i e n c e - s p a r k s . c o m /  

 

Pufferfish - amazing ability to puff up 

The pufferfish is not a fish to cross. Pufferfish have stomachs 

that have evolved to be super stretchy, allowing them to inflate 

with water to scare predators away. 

Pufferfish also contain a deadly toxin, making them highly 

dangerous if eaten! 

 

 

Elephants - big ears to cool down 
Elephants are big animals who mostly live in hot places. They 

can’t sweat like humans so they use their cleverly adapted ears 

to cool down. Elephant ears are thin with lots of tiny blood 

vessels called capillaries. When an elephant gets too hot, blood 

flows to the ears where it loses heat, cooling the elephant down. 

Elephant ears can also flap to act like a giant fan. 

African elephants usually have bigger ears than Asian elephants 

who live in cooler climates. 

 

 

 

Giraffe - very long neck 
The long neck of a giraffe gives them a couple of 

unique advantages over other animals. They can reach 

food that’s REALLY high up and can see enemies 

from far away. 

However, the downside of such a long neck is that it’s 

VERY hard for giraffes to drink water from the 

ground. 

 
 

 

 



Have fun with science ... 

Sugar Cube Absorbing Experiment 

 

You will need:  

*  Sugar cubes    *  Plate 

*  Water    *  Food colouring 

*  Aluminium foil   *  Cling film 

*  Paper     *  Kitchen roll 

          

What to do: 

1. Add a few drops of food colouring to a little water and pour onto the plate.  

2. Add a stack of sugar cubes and watch what happens. The coloured water should move 

up the stack of cubes and eventually make them collapse. Check how many cubes the 

coloured water passes through before stopping. Ours only reached cube 3.  

3. Try adding a small sheet of foil on top of one sugar cube and stack some more on top. 

Does this stop the water reaching the top cubes? 

4. Try the same with some cling film, and some paper or tissue. Which work the best?  

Can you try to predict which material will stop the water spreading through the cubes 

the best? Which falls down first?  

What's happening to the sugar cubes? 

The sugar cubes absorb the water, as you can see by the 

colour rising up through the cubes.  The paper absorbed 

the water easily and let it reach the cubes above. This is 

because paper is porous and lets water pass through it. 

The foil and cling film prevent water passing through. 

If you leave the sugar cubes for long enough they will 

dissolve completely! 

Make this a science project 

Design an investigation, thinking about how to make it a fair test. Think about the 

amount of water used, number of cubes and amount of material used to block the water.  

Perhaps you could time how long each cube tower takes to fall!  

Make it a challenge!   Can you stop the tower toppling? 

From Emma Vanstone - Science Sparks 

 



Fun Zebra Facts  

Zebra are part of the equidae family, along with horse and donkeys. 

Every zebra has a unique pattern of black and white stripes. 

There are a number of different theories which attempt to explain zebra's 

unique stripes, with most relating to camouflage. 

Wild zebras live in Africa.  

Common plain zebras have tails around half a metre in length. 

Zebra crossings (pedestrian crossings) are named after the black and white 

stripes of zebras. 

Zebras run from side to side when being chased by a predator. 

Zebras have excellent eyesight and hearing. 

Zebras stand up while sleeping. 

Zebras eat mostly grass. 

The ears of a zebra show its mood.  

A zebra named Marty starred in the 2005 animated film 

Madagascar. 

 

from sciencekids.co.nz 

 

 

 

The Neverending Stairs 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Can you reach the top of these stairs? The answer is no. 

The top becomes the bottom and vice versa, and the stairs go on 

forever. 

From illusions.org 



 

 

 

 

 



Quick Quiz  

 

1.  How many eyes do most species of caterpillar have? 

2.  What is the world's largest fish?  

3.  Where is a shrimp's heart located? 

4.  What is the largest crustacean in the world? 

5.  Can volcanoes produce lightning? 

6. What body of water is around 34% salt and virtually impossible to swim in? 

7.  What has a nucleus, a coma, a dust tail and an ion tail? 

8.  What waterfall is the tallest (on land)? 

9. What is the name for a catastrophic ocean wave? 

10.  Is Aloe Vera a plant, tree or herb? 

From https://quiz-questions.uk/nature-quiz/ 

Answers below. 

 

 

 

 

 

Rona Sakko, President - Junior Field Naturalists SA 

0419 827 723            jfnsa.com.au              rona.sakko@gmail.com 

Patron: Prof Chris Daniels 

 

 

 

Quick Quiz Answers: 

1. Twelve  2. Whale shark  3. In its head  4. Japanese Spider Crab  5. True  6. The Dead Sea  

7. A comet  8. Angel Falls  9. Tsunami  10. Herb 

 

http://jfnsa.com.au/
mailto:rona.sakko@gmail.com

